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US HAS POOR CHIID WELFARE CONCERN

HIST ORY OF THE OSCARS

A STUDY BY THE UNITED NATIONS SAYS THE UNITED STATES
AND BRITAIN RANK LAST IN CHILD WELFARE DESPITE NATIONAL WEALTH, ACCORDING TO THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.

CHECK OUT LIFE & STYLE TO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE
BACKGROUND OF THE ACADEMY AWARDS.
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A.M.RAJN

ntUR, 2/15
SNOW SHOWERS

SNOW SffOWEttS

HIGH: 34, LOW: 31

HIGH: 43, LOW: 30
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Students Produce 'A Chorus Line'
BY CURTIS MCCLOUD
Contributing Writer

•

The acclaimed Broadway
musical "A Chorus Line"
will be performed at the Ira
Aldridge Theatre in March.
Students are in the process of
putting the final touches on
the upcoming performance.
The musical which first
premiered in 1975 host~d
more than 6,000 shows until
its closing in 1990. The s how
itself consists of number of
exciting dance sequences and
exhilarating music.
Senior
acting
major
Erskine Ritchie, who plays the
lead role of Zach, explains that
the show is about "a group
of dancers that have met at
this venture to audition for 'A
Chorus Line,' which is a new
show premiering on Broadway
and they are a auditioning as
a dancing chorus."
The musical has a showin-sbow effect by placing the
audience inside the actual
auditioning and production
of a musical.
The story itself chronicles
a director by the name of Zach
and his quest to form a strong
dancing chorus of four girls
and four boys.
Ritchie said, "the s how is
also about the life of a performer and the many obstacles
that might come about during their journey, it basically
highlights those moments of
doubt, of disappointment,
those moments of happiness,
those moments of joy that
goes along with auditioning."
As the days to opening
night draw closer anticipation
and excitement culminates
in the mind of the cast and
crew.
Director Mark Jolin a nd
coordinator of musical theater proclaims that the excitement of the show is, "watching everything come togethe r
from piece to piece, watching
and unders tanding the art of
the production." He added,
"Art is synonymous with truth

and people are putting a lot of
truth in this production and
that is exciting."
The production is schedule to preview on Wednesday
March 7 and runs through
March 17.
Each show is scheduled from 7 p.m. until 10
p.rn. Stage manager Charles
Coward, who is coordinator
of theatre arts administration
program said, "The show has
been easy so far and that the
cast has upheld professionalis m."
While the show is expected
to impress audiences, senior
theater arts major Traci Allen
said, "Even though it is set in
the 1970s, it deals with things
that everyone can relate to.
Their fears, their jokes will
always be funny."
The story line in general

has something for all people
to enj jy. Allen said, "all the
characters in the story has
something that people can
identify with."
Though the songs tend to
have an oldies flare, Allen said
"the songs are great. There is
definitely some substance to
then1."
The show contains 15
musical selections and a host
of dance numbers incorporated >-vith the songs.
Though it takes hard work
and dedication to produce a
full-length musical, the cast
members of "A Chorus Line"
are content.
Transfer s tudent, Joshua
Gaddy, who plays the role of
Paul said, "the show is engaging and very fun. The most
challenging part is maintaining school and job respo nsi-

bilities."
Allen said that one of
the hardest parts for her is,
"finding my character. I will
probably still be developing
my character until opening
night."
When it comes to drive
and determination ·and the
overall will to keep going when
the going gets tough, Ritchie
added, "You do something
[like acting and performing]
because you love it, in spite
of the disappointment, and
overall the arts allow you to
tap into something that you
may not have bad things to
tap into on a regular basis."
Jolin said, "This production is something different, an
ensemble piece that will come
together to form a unique big
picture."

BY EBONI FARMER

Howard alumni can be
seen all over the country and
the world pw·sing their careers
as well as their dreams.
Howard Law School alumna Cheri Hunter is no exception to this. Hunter along with
her sister, Felicia, are making
their debut on the soundtrack
to the movie, "Somebody
Like You,'' starring Vanessa
Williams, Eartha Kitt and Ben
Vareen, which will be released
later this year.
The song on the album,
called "To the Rescue,"
was written, produced and
arranged by the Hunter sisters.
As
college
educated
women, music is a passion
they both share but they also
have their separate careers.
Felicia is a journalist
and Cheri is a lawye r. The
two make time for the studio
whenever it is possible.
·· -·- The.... two - sisters became
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Reauthorization of the No Child Left Behind Act threatens the livelihood of many District public schools.

Schools, Children
Fail Academically
BY WHITNEY NEAL
Contributing Writer
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The musical "A Chorus Line" Is set to run March 7 though March 17 In the Im Aldridge Theater.
The show, portraying actors plight for work, wlll be performed by Howard students.

Soundtrack of Vanessa Wiiiiams
Film Features Talented HU Alumni
Hilltop Staff Wnter

No Child

musically inclined at a young
age, both learned to play the
viola in elementary school.
"We were watching a
music award show one evening. We both looked at each
other and said 'these people
actually get paid for this?' We
can do better than that, so we
tried creating our own music,"
Cheri said.
Felicia chimed in to say,
"That was several years ago.
We always enjoyed music, but
that was really the beginning
of the two of us getting togethe r to arrange our own songs."
She continued, "It started
out with just a few basic tunes,
then escalated from there. We
never really considered it as
a commercial venture. It was
just a fun thing to do."
They are both very
excited to be featured on the
soundtrack because it's something they have worked hard
towards.
"It feels fantastic. We
never imagined our music
would ... wind-.up ...on- a ..featur.e ..

film, much less one with wellknown talent like Williams,
Vareen and Kitt. It is such a
privilege to be apart of the
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Cheri and Felicia Hunter have steady careers, however, the
sisters pursued the dream of becoming musicians together.

5

whole enterprise,'' Cheri said.

......... ······. ······ .. .................. .
See ALUMNI, Page 3

There are three schools
less than one mile west of the
Colwnbia Heights Metrorail
station in Washington, D.C.Bell
Multicultural
High
School,
Lincoln
Middle
School and Capital City Public
Charter School - that all share
the same short stretch ofland
in this small community.
The physical features
of each are very similar.
However, the atmosphere is
different
Capital City is a charter
school, an autonomous unit
within the DistrictofColumbia
Public Charter School Board,
and relatively free from many
of the restraints imposed on
Bell and Lincoln.
The Web site for Capital
City boasts that the institution is a "small, award-winning public school of choice
for children Pre-K through
eighth grade," but under the
educational legislation known
as No Child Left Behind,
Capital City is failing.
The legislation binds
every public school to certain
academic standards as measured by a statewide standa.rdired test.
Capital City's pupils,
bright-eyed and eager as they
are, cannot seem to pass the
tests the District administers,
collectively kno\\11 as the D.C.
Comprehensive Assessment
System.
According to the NCLB
online report card of the
school, its scores did not meet
annual progress bcnclunarks
in math or reading for the
2005-06 school year. If the
school falls sho1t again this
year, it will be labeled "In Need
oflmprovement." Missing the
benchmarks a third time will
make the scl1ool a target for
"Corrective Action" and then
finally, "Restructuring," the
mark of failure. "Corrective
Action" and "Restructuring"
mean less federal funding
and the possible closing of a
public school.
Capital City is just one
of many schools in the D.C.
Public 01arter School Board
that failed to meet NCLB's
standards.
In fact, only four of the
39 schools that are cl1artered
through the board met the

benchmarks for average
yearly progress in.both subjects. A handful more met
the target in either. If the
schools or tl1e way they are
judged is not changed, the
educational lives of 26 percent of public school children
in the city will be subject to
extraordinary
disruption
in the next few years. The
number of children likely to
be affected is growing. The
number of students attending public charter schools
is increasing by about 12-15
percent each year, says Nona
Richardson, a representative
for the D.C. Public Charter
School Board.
Yet, administrators like
Ricl1ardson and Kathy Byrd,
Academic Programs Director
for another secondary cliarter school, Paul Public believe
neither the students nor the
scl1ools are actually failing,
but improving.
Paul Public, Capital City
and otl1er schools routinely
fail to produce students with
skills that match their grade
level, though the students
have significantly improved
their scores. For them, this
is an almost impossible task
given that most of their students enter the charter school
system considerably behind.
11le initial assessment
(at Paul Public] typically
reveals about SS percent of
students below grade level, 25
percent on grade level, and
20 percent above grade level,n
Byrd said.
With NCLB reauthorization scheduled to go before
Congress soon, the fates of
capital City, Paul Public and
every other public charter
school in the District hang in
the balance.
In their corner sits
the
National F.ducation
Association, a lobbying and
support group for educators,
that is furiously attempting to
change the current No Child
Left Behind standards.
President Reg Weaver
announced Wednesday, "\Ve
need to make sure struggling
schools hav~ the resources
they need to improve. And we
need to 1nake sure the law
is flexible enough to take a
school's improvement into
consideration before leveling
heavy-handed sanctions."
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2 1 CAMPUS
Students Faiths
Tested When
Away At College
BY CHARLOTTE YOUNG

l{Nf)l\' Yf)IJll

Keeping up practicing
faith can be a test coming from
the watchful eyes of parents
to college. The test could lie
in the ability to connect with
groups with similar beliefs.
"Catholics
are
not
extremely represented on
campus because of the fact
that it is not as common a religion on an African-American
campus as other religions like
Baptist and Methodist. l don't
feel like an outcast or anything
but I am aware that the way I
worship is somewhat different," said Christia Ravenell, a
junior public relations major.
"I have met a few other
Catholics on campus, though
I have not met any Roman

BY MERCIA WILLIAMS-MURRAY

family," she said.
Senior biology major
Ray Bignall is a Seventh Day
Ad\'entists.
. rhere's a bunch of us ...
Bignall said. ''We worship on
the Sabbath as is described

t-11t ri,c,10

Rellglous preference Is left up to students themselves once they enter college. Many
bring with them beliefs from home, whlle others adopt totally new ones upon arrival.
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by the Bible in the 10 commandments. We place a lot
of emphasis on health, such
as abstaining from drinking
alcohol, smoking, and limiting meats we cat. That's a very
important part of Adventism.
As a seventh day Adventist
I'm not different from other
Chris tians. I'm trying to get to
the same place as COGIC and
Baptist. My obligation is to
Christ, Christ first, my church
second."
Bignall is also a member of Adventist Students
Association (ASO) on campus.
"We've recently had a major
revival effort as of this year to
make our presence known," he
said of the organization. ~The
biggest thing I like about ASO
is that it gives an opportunity
for people to come together
and share how they've been
blessed."
The Religious Fellowship
Counsel unites all the various religious organizations on
campus. It encompasses 27
groups from three religions:
Christian, Muslim and Baha'i.
'\\That
th~
Religious
Fellowship Counsel does is
meet once a month with representatives from the different organizations to advise
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ate students on its executive board so
that the graduate stude nt population is
more accurately represented .
Smith says that a large passion is
to 1n ake H USA all-inclusiVl' to include
graduate and professional school students.
Williams-Bey would like to see
improvements in the athletic depar tment. He said, "Making athletics really
big, not just basketball and football," is
a priority to him.
Smith says another concern is the
lack of cohesiveness within the unive rsity. She adds that a lot of people see
HUSA as exclusi\'e but every student is
a pa rt of HUSA.
\\'illia1ns-Bey agrees. saying that
many students do not feel welcom e in
Power Hall. He and Smith will work
to m ake H USA multi-din1ensional a nd
get students involved with the organization.

the Dean on decisions involv"I'm not part of any
ing religious community on refigious groups on camcampus. We also focus on pus. t.1y father is a minister,
inner faith and inner cul- so yes, I was brought up a
ture dialogue,~ said Melanie Christian," said senior psyChambliss, junior English chology major Crystal Grant.
major and chail' of the "I'm probably more active
Counsel.
now than I was before. I do
She continued, "[It) serves devotion.c; for myself, and
as a coordinating body. I feel occasionally attend Bible
like I've gained insight into Study. I'm also the president
other religious just on the pro- of the College Family Ministry
grams we sponsor. The past at Ebenezer A.M.E. Church.
two years we've cosponsored I sing in their Young Adult
Eid al-Fir with the Muslim stu- Choir.~
dents and that's an opportuniOthers choose not to folty lo learn about their ending low any religions.
celebration for Ramadan as
"I like to think of myself
well as the religion. Last year as a humanist," said sophowe also did a panel discus- more marketing major Medina
sion about the significance of Mercer.
Abraham for Christian, Jewish
..I'm spiritual rather than
and Islamic perspecti\'e. ~
religious. Religion is someAccording to the Howard thing that can be used against
University H-Book, chaplain- you and can be manipulated,
cies mostly recognized on but personal spirituality and
campus include Angelican/ the belief that people have the
Episcopal/Lutheran, Baptist, capacity to be good, you can't
Seventh
Day
Adventist, really manipulate."
Baha'i,
Muslim,
Non"I believe there's a God,"
Oenominational, Methodist, she said. "In the end all reliand Roman Catholic.
gions are the same-fundamenThough the religious orga- tally, (but] l don't associate
nizations set up on campus are myself with any religion.''
numerous and connected, not
all students choose to worship
on campus.
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Be} likl'S is "Community Day" and the
"President's Picnic." These events have
much to do with what is going on in the
community.
Smith says she wants a position
when• she could effect ,;.,ible and non\'isibk changes in I he university.
"I believe there's a lot of wo rk that
goes into HUSA that people don' t sec."
she said.
Smith adds that people see the
glorified side of HUSA such as things
like "First Fridays." Tuition raises arc
something that she said she can speak
on, even though people cannot sec
those changes.
IN-COt.IPASS is based on th ree
componcnts--advocacy, acti\ities and
assurance. Under the advoca~y component, Williams-Beywan ts more interaction ,,;th graduate students. V\7illiamsBey says that GSA is for programming
and that HUSA needs to have gradu-

"I've been involved with student
go\'crnment since my freshman year,"
said senior political science and economics double major and HUS.\ prcsid<'nt candic; ll<' Chad \\'illiams-Bcy.
Williams-Bev has never had some of
the "big titles."
Williams-Bey said, "What I rcall}
like about our platform is that it all ties
in together."
His running mate, junior political science major Shar-day Smith,
shares his enthusiasm which is "lNCOMPASS."
\\'illiams-Bey and Smith dl·cidcd
ti iat "IN-CO~tP, \SS' was an appropriate title because one of their main
goals is to make HUSA 1nore accessible
to the student population, making it
Mall inclusive."
Some of the acti \'ities that \\'ill iams-

•
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Nil/lop Staff Wnter

Catholics," she added.
Junior sociology and
African-American
studies
double major Chevonne Byas
converted to Islam at i8.
"At first it was easier to
practice away from home,
because my family wasn't used
to me being t.1uslim. I go to
Jumah [Frida} services] on
campus, I have visited other
Masjids [Mosque] but I'm not
a part of any."
Byas is also a member and
the secretary of the Muslim
Students Association. "It's
great, we are all very close, we
have dinners at each other's
house at least twice a week
[and) we hang out together
outside of meetings. For example, brothers play basketball
together. They are my second

Hilltop Staff Wnter
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Sisters Make Movie Music
ALUMNI, from Page 1

For Howard students who
wish to pursue their other
career goals along with music,
the Hunter sisters leave this
advice.
"it's important to know
the basics. Nowadays even
though some people in the
music industry don't read their
music or play instruments, I
think it is desirable to be able
to do both," Cheri said.
She added, "My fellow
Howardites should keep in
mind that music is a job. 1t
just happens to be something
that we like and is our pas-

sion. But it's a job similar lo
law and journalism. They all
require the same professionalism."
Felicia agrees with her sister in saying students should
follow whatever passions they
have in life.
"Knowing your craft also
gives you extra confidence
when things don't go your
way. Like that record executive who doesn't return your
call," Felicia said. ~You just
have to realize in your heart
that you have something special. That will sustain you until
you arc able to come into contact with more positive people

The Hilltop

•

who support and encourage
your work."
The Hunters are looking forward to creating more
music in the future.The
Hunter sisters are currently
working on a sampler of five
or six original songs.
"We hope to put it out by
the time the movie is released
this summer. Before the end
of the year, we plan to complete a long-playing CD of
about 15 or so original songs.
It will be a nice mix of music,"
Cheri said.
Students can check out
their music at www.cdbab).
com/eel /fchunter.

Workshop
-;.

VVednesday@ 6:00
The Hilltop Office,
P-Level, VVest To-w-er

Oscars Celebrate Actors
OSCARS, from Page 1

when Halle Berry and
Denzel Washington won, and
Sidney Poitier was honored. '
Sophomore dance major
Sadiya Chiphe said, "I usually
don't remember to watch the
Oscars. The movies this year

were a\'erage. The only one
I liked was 'The Pursuit of
Happyness. '"
This year, \>\1 ill Smith and
Forest Whitaker are both nominees for Best Actor, and Eddie
Smith is up for Best Supporting
Actor. "Blood Diamonds" and
"The Departed" have each

y

picked up fi\'e nominations,
WPan's Labyrinth" has six and
"Dreamgirlstt is in the lead
with eight nominations altogether. Ellen DeGeneres will
host the 79111 Academy Awards
on Sunday, Feb. 25 at 8 p.m.

cd-//{e .?

J f you w ant to be a bette r w riter. f'o r The / -Iii/top o r anyon e e lse.
If you · r e i nte r est ed in beco1ning a staff w rit e r , you mu-.t attend .
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MAYO CLINIC

Nursing Graduates
•
Compensation paicJ to healthy female and male volu nteers
for donations of bone marrow for research efforts in such
areas as cancer and other serious illnesses.
•
•
•

Ages 18 to 45
In good health
Not engaged in high risk behaviors

Paid Interview expenses
Generous relocation package
Benefits start first day
Tuition assistance
Competitive salaries
Continuing Education

Confidential interview and screening provided at our
convenient Gaithersburg, MD office.
Donations occur at our Bethesda, MD office by board
certified physicians.
Both locations are accessible by
MetroRail and Metro Ride-On.
FINANCIAL COMPENSATION PROVIDED
For more information, or to schedule an appointment:
TOLL FREE: (888) 926-9211
EMAIL: donorinfo@cambrex.com

Mayo Clinic Nursing in Rochester, Minnesota
invites new graduates to embark on an adventure
and discover unparalleled opportunities for career
mobility and growth. Our hospitals are world·
renowned acute care teaching facilities where
quality nursing is our tradition and mission.
For the new graduate we offer clinical and
classroom-based orientation to foster professional
and personal growth and development. A primary
preceptor is assigned to ensure a successful
transition from student to professional.
To apply or learn more about nursing opportunities
for new graduates at Mayo Cl rnc. please visit
www.mayocllnlc.org/Jobs-nurslng-rst.
Phone: 800-562-7984
E-mail: nurslng.hr.stafflng@mayo.edu

CA M B.REX

Mll)'o Clinic is an oft11mou10 0<,Uon aM
equal oppor tuntty educator end 11mplo)'''

Gradu ate studies in the field of aging involve many disciplines. Social science, biology, and
p o licy and planning students will benefit from a post-graduate degree in gerontology.
Exceptional applicants to th e USC Leonard Davis School of Gerontology can take advantage of fully
fund ed f ello wships including t h e:
0

National Institute on Aging Funded Traineeships which provide select students with the opportunity to work side-by-side
with leaders in the field of aging;

0

The David A. Peterson Fellowships that fully support exceptional students during their cou rse of st udy; as well as;

0

Unparalleled opportunities t o participate in federal, state and privately fu nded research in a multidisciplinary environment.

.

,

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT OUR MASTER'S AND UOCTORAL PROGRA:'\1S

CoNTACT THE USC LEONARD DAVIS SCHOOL AT

(2 r 3) 740-5156 OR EMAIL LDSGERo@usc.EDU

VISIT O U R W EBSITE AT WWW.USC.EDU/GERONTOLOGY
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Frederick Douglass' House Reopened
BY STEPHANIE HAY
C-Ontributinq Wtiter

On Feb. 14, the Frederick
Douglass National Historic
Site at Cedar Hill reopened to
the general public for the first
time in two years. Officially
closed to the public in April
2005, the home had not been
restored in more than 30
years.
Under the jurisdiction
of the National Park Service,
the house was closed in order
to replace the wallpaper and
roof, install a sprinkler system and give the outside a
fresh coat of paint to restore
the house to its original beige
color.
Douglass
has
been
referred to in many capacities
as the father of the civil rights
movement. Born in 1818 to
a slave mother, he managed
to escape slavery and become
internationally known for his
eloquence and advocacy of
various causes.
Two of his many missions
in life were to attain freedom
and justice for women and
minority groups, particularly
African Americans. As the
publisher of the North Star
and the Frederick Douglass
Papers, he exposed the world
to the anti-slavery movement.
A close friend of President
Abraham Lincoln, Douglass
played a role in ensuring that
emancipation be a concern of

the Civil \'\Tar.
Moving to Washington,
D.C. in 1872, Douglass continued his activism and held
several government positions
under three different presidencies. He purchased his
final home, Cedar Hill, in 1877
on the banks of the Anacostia
River.
With
determination,
brilliance and eloquence,
Douglass had the ability to
become an influential part of
not only African-American
history, but also American
history. By the time of his
death on Feb. 20, 1895, he
had been a husband, father,
abolitionist, human and wcmen 's rights activist, or..tor,
author, journalist, publisher
and social reformer.
The Cedar Hill house was
relinquished to the National
Park Service in 1962 and
opened to the public in 1988.
Because Douglass was
born into slavery, his actual
date of birth was never noted
so he proclaimed Feb.14 as
his day of celebration. Thus
in remembrance of him, the
historic house reopened to
celebrate his 1891h self-proclaimed birthday.
Many students and faculty members reflected on his
legacy.
Sophomore psychology
major Tia Neither said, "I'm
thrilled that the Frederick
Dollglass house is reopening.
It will be nice to be able to
walk in his footsteps and try
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Utility crews are working hard to restore electricity to thousands of
Washington, D.C. metro
area residents after \o\ridespread power outages were
caused by ice and falling
tree limbs. Prince George's
County was the hardest hit
area with more than 22,000
customers that lost electricity. Pepco is only reporting
28 01.1tages in the District.

•
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After being closed to the publlc for renovations since 2005, the Frederick Douglass
house at Cedar Hiii reopened yesterday. Tours will be given dally from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.

cy and the home as "a beacon
of light for those of us who
continue to struggle, providing a ray of hope for those of
us who continue to walk in
the footsteps of pioneers like
Frederick Douglass.~
According to the National
Park Service's \\l'eb site, the
house is mostly filled
with furniture used
during
Douglass'
lifetime. Each room
includes items from
Douglass' public life,
personal belongings,
treasured books and
gifts from such wellknown figures as antislavery writer Harriet
Beecher Stowe and
Lincoln.
-r· N . h
,
Paintings of peo- 118 eit er, 09
pie the family knew are
displayed throughout

to envision the things he saw
for the future."
History professor Talitha
Leflouria said, "[Cedar Hill
is] a symbol of progress
and struggle that Douglass
endured from the status of a
slave to a statesman.~
She reflected on his lega-

"It will be nice to be able to walk
in his footsteps and try to envision
the things he saw for the future."

the house. These paintings
also depict places Douglass
visited and significant events
in African-American history.
The Cedar Hill home is
located at 1411 \V St., SE in
Washington, D.C. It officially opened to the public on
Valentine's Day at 10 a.m.
There was a short program with prominent guest
speakers and dignitaries from
io a.m. to 12 p.m. House
tours were given until 4 p.m.
An R.S.V.P. was not required
to attend the reopening ceremony. Cedar Hill can be easily
accessed via the Metro.
Regular hours of operation arc from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. daily and reservations
can be made for individual or
group tours by calling 1-877444-6777 or by visiting www.
recreation.gov.

Purple Line Debate Continues Over Track Placement

Divine Chocolate of
Washington, D.C. touted
their "guilt-free chocolate'' on Valentines Day.
But it's not guilt-free tl1e
way you think. Divine
Chocolate is part-owned
by a cocoa farmers' cooperative in Ghana. They buy
cocoa beans at fair trade
prices, which means tlmt
farmers get a guaranteed
minimum price despite
market fluctuations. The
co-op's national secretary says before the co-op
was formed, farmers were
cheated by cocoa buyers.
Delegates voted on a
constitutional amendment
allowing early voting in
Maryland. It got preliminary appro\'al in the state
House. Delegates voted
Wednesday to stick \\ritl1
an amend1nent tl1at would
go on 2008 ballots asking
voters if they want to allow
early voting. lf they say yes,
voters could cast early ballots by 2010. One more vote
in the House is required. A
similar version in pending
in the Senate where it ''as
delayed for the second time
\\'ednesday.

BY RAHEL MARSIE-HAZEN
Conltibuting Wtiter

With Metro's purple line
in its initial stages after multiple delays, yet another question has risen.
The possibility of extending the above ground purple
line to Tysons Corner, Va. as
an underground tunnel is on
the minds of many Northern
Virginia and District residents alike. The addition of an
underground tunnel is part of
an elaborate plan to give the
Tysons Corner area a thriving
downtown.
The question of whether
an underground tunnel al that
point was even possible was
raised in August. Since then, it
has been met with opposition
from Congress in the form of a
denial of funds.
Still, many Northern
Virginia residents are championing for it, regardless of Rep.
James P. Moran Jr.'s, D-Va.,
recent claim that the underground t1.1nnel "would be a
time-consuming delay, and
it would undoubtedly put the
Residents of Tysons Corner,
project back."
TI1e purple line track is
expected to extend to Reston, Chamber of Commerce, in
Va. in five years and Dulles Va. conjunction with other nonand Loudoun County, Va. by Chamber residents, bas been
2015. Congress believes tl1at advocating for the re-examinathe time line for these exten- tion of plans for the tunnPI.
They believe the Metro
sions could be jeopardized
by the Tysons Corner tunnel. tunnel would clear up traffic
Plans for a tunnel were vetoed during construction downtown, as well as maintain the
this past September.
Despite
a
lack
of downtown area's pedestrianCongressional
support, friendliness. The group has
Northern Virginia residents are managed to raise more than $3
in support of the Tysons Corner million toward the inclusion of
tunnel. The Greater McLean a Tysons Corner underground
tunnel in its Metro plans.

Pboto tour1t-<t). t•f trlpklJtruup.nite
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Va. are fighting for an underground tunnel to boost bulsness In their downtown area.

Former Howard student
and Loudoun County resident
Jennifer Onycador is in favor
of the underground tunnel.
"I tl1ink it's a great addition to the future of Tysons,"
Onyeador said. "It would make
it so much easier to navigate."
Still, some Howard students would rather have an
act1.1al purple line without any
more delays.
lmon Imon, a sophomore
film production major from
Virginia, believes that purple

line constr uction should just
get started. "There have been
so many setbacks in this project," she said. "Some of us have
been hoping for this for years...
But, there is also a question of the practicality of these
wishes. The addition of the
underground Tysons Corner
tunnel could set the purple line
project back millions of dollars,
and even more time. But tunnel supporters have a solution
for the Virginia r.1etro plan's
n1oney woes.

Having come up with their
own designs, the Northern
Virginia residents have a plan
that accom1nodates the Reston
stop.
Their plan would cost $2-4
billion, which is reasonable
in the grand scheme of public transportation spending.
And the time delay, they claim,
would only be a few months to
be "made up during construe~
tion."

The District is making
plans to shield cx-prlc;oners fron1 discrimination. As
many as 3,000 former prisoners return to the District
each year. \\'hat keeps
them from success, according to city leaders, is a society that is un,,illing to give
them a second chance. TI1e
\ Vashington. D.C. council is
considering joining at least
11 other states \\ith legislation that would prohibit
discrimination in employment, housing and education against ex-offenders.
A similar measure was
vetoed under former Mayor
Anthony Williams because
of opposition from the business community.

The country may have
not rid itself of the infamous "Wig Lady" bank
scams from last year. It
seems that the suspect,
Carol Silva, 54, has made
her way to Boston. Tiie \\ig
lady scam invoh·es well
dressed women disguised
in wigs, scarves and hats in
a scam to steal hundreds of
thousands of dollars from
bank accounts.

Compiled By Janelle J olley,
A.fetro l!tlitor
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Test Yourself

1

Knowledge is power, so we at The Hilltop decided
to test your kuowledge. We'll be posing questions
and providing you with activities to sharpen your
skills alld build your knowledge.

The NBA A ll-Star Weekend is co111ing up.
Test your knowledge of NBA A ll-S tar Trivia
by answering these questions.

1 Just AList I Wait Ott
I Overheard at The Mecca
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I NNastyN Roottttttate Strikes
I Overheard itt the Puttchout

2.) Who has scc.-ed the most points in
a single All-Star game?

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Managing Editor

Jana is about to take a muchneeded break from the hating
and enjoy some much-deserved
accolades. Oh, she's also laughing
about the fact that some people
thought this column was about
road-tripping. But you can reach
her at hilltopjana@gmail.com.

-----------

1.) Who has played· in the most AllStar games?
BY JANA HOMES

Is it just me or are road trips
simultaneously a blessing and a
curse?
This column is coming to you
"live" and remote from a stretch
of highway in North Carolina and
my Treo. I'm glad to be getting
out of the city for a bit, but I'm
inconvenienced by my continued
obligations that are mac!e more
difficult to fulfill based upon the
lack of resources one has in the
backseat of a car.
So, where ani I going (and
where will I be in the morning
when you pick up your daily dose
of Hilltop)? Well, I am in fact with
The Hilltop staff on the way to
Florida A&M University for the
9th Annual HBCU Newspaper
Conference. There we will engage
with the other HBCU publications
to enhance our knowledge and
will have the privilege of learning
from professionals and our fellow
student journalists.
Among the activities in which
we participate there are sessions
aimed at teaching us various
aspects of the field, a newspaper
exchange, and (our staffs personal favorite) an awards ceremony.
The Hilltop returned from
last year's conference, hosted
by North Carolina A&T, with 16
awards. This accomplishment set
not only a Hilltop record ,but also
a conference record for the most
wins at a single conference.
Some of our awarded areas
were our layout & design, our photography, our spot news (on the
spot, quick turn around stories),
and our Arts & Entertainment
section (which you know as Life &
Style and some of you may know
as the section I worked in at the
time).
It is the remembrance of
times like those that helps many
of us to continue to climb up the
barrel of crabs that Howard can
· sometimes be.
There are those who take
great pleasure in the criticism
and all but forget the constructive
part.
There are those who are
delighted to point out any type of
error in a breaking news story but
are grieved to acknowledge that
there was a story to read at all or
that the same story was produced
when others on campus were in
the beds sleeping.
There are those who obsess
about an unreported event while
overlooking the four events that
were covered, without regard for
the fact that if we covered every
event on campus it would generate a paper much thicker than
anyone would actually be interested in reading, let alone picking
up daily.
We at The Hilltop certainly
take responsibility for our faults,
but we can just as certainly never
be accused of a lack of dedication. When some were enjoying
their snow day, we were producing a newspaper. When some are
sleeping, or eating, or studying, or
simply relaxing, we are producing
a paper. While I am on my way to
represent both the paper and the
university to the best of my abilities, I am doing my part to complete the paper. When the bulk of
our staff is out of town, the paper
is still being produced.

Guy 1: You know UTC has a wa iting list now!
Girl: W hat are you ta lking about I just went there
today and there's no waiting list.
Guy 2: So you have you r apt and everyth ing ready?·
Girl: No not yet I just put my name on th is l ist and
Ill sign my lease w hen an apartment is available.

3.) Who has scored the most points in
All-Star games throughout his career?
4.) Who won the Three-Point Shootout
last year?
5.) What year did the Slam Dunk
contest begin?

Girl 1: O h hey, we j ust were ta lking about my nasty
roommate.
Girl 2: (scrunches face)
Girl 1: Oh naw, I don't mean freaky nasty.
Girl 2: O h, I thought you meant mean nasty.
Girl 1: Naw, I meant dirty nasty. Like she puts the
shells back in the carton after she use~ an egg. And
w hen she used all those eggs up she j ust bought
another carton and put it on top of the one with
nothing but shells.
Girl 3: That is soo nasty!

The Real Spirit of Christtttas
1 Overheard itt Slowe Hall
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Holiday Girl: I swear to God, my dad better buy me a
PS3 for Christmas, or I'm going to deport him.
Friend: What?!?
HG: Yep. I'm going to open my gifts and if it's not there,
I'm going to have INS on speed dial!

, ,
... did everyone make

... did Rayrnon d "Benzi no·

such a big deal about t he

Scott 1nake a sex tape that

Snickers version of "The

recently leaked. \rVhy can't

Lady

hejustgo si t dO\o\'11 in a cor-

the

Tramp·

1nornent?

ner sornewhere?

... dict the country do il 180

... does everyone kno'"'

on The Dixie Chicks when

about t he astronaut who

i America was accusing lhem

drove cross country

i11

a

oftreason for the same senti-

daiper. yet few know her

ments only a few years ago?

name? (It's Lisa Nowak!)

Six Degrees of Separation
Can you figure out a path that connects these two individuals with six stops along tile way?
Try it out a11d send us tile six degrees you co111e up with.

=>

=>

·>

·>

Anna NlcoleSmith

a>

=>

Nn:yPalOSI
')

Please send a11y responses to Meccanis1ns, inclztding 'ls It Just Me?' topics, thi11gs
you' ve overheard @ The M ecca, things to test ourselves on or 'Six Degrees of
Separation' sets to meccanisms@gmail.com
T HE H ILLTOP
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Academy Awards Few and Far Between for Blacks
BY VANESSA ROZIER &
TIFFFANY WILLIAMS-COE
Hilltop Staff & Contributing

Write~

There are two words
that keep actors striving
to be the best. Two words,
when· put together, signify
the only night that matters
in their acting career. These
two words are the Academy
Awards.
Every winter, the film
world's greatest achievers gather in Los Angeles to
acknowledge the best films
and greatest performances of
the previous year. Some of
Hollywood's biggest names
walk down the red carpet
of the Acade1ny Awards
adorned in the latest fashions, wl in hopes of leaving
with an Oscar.
The first awards were
presented at a banquet on
March 16, 1929, in a hotel in
Hollywood. Admission was
a meager $5 with an attendance of only 270 people.
Now, the Academy Awards
are held every year at the
Kodak Theatre at Hollywood
and Highland with a 3,300person capacity.
The Oscar itself used
to be referred to as "the
Academy statuette," "the
golden trophy" and "the statue of merit" before the name

Photo courtesy of """w..suprmchaos.o>n1

In 2005, Jamie Foxx and Morgan Freeman added their names to the list of the few AfricanAmerican males who have won an Academy Award. This year, the Oscars will air on Feb. 25.
"Oscar" stuck. According
to the official history of the
Oscar, Academy librarian
and eventual executive director Margaret Herrick said
that the statuette resembled
her Uncle Oscar.
Columnist
Sidney
Skolsky first made mention
of it in reference to Katharine
Hepburn's first Best Actress
victory in 1934· However, it
was not until 1939 that the

Academy began to use the
nickname.
The prized 13.5 inch,
24-karat plated Oscar statuette represents excellence in
motion picture making. It is
coveted by the majority of
actors on any level and signifies the original branches
of the Academy, including
actors, writers, directors,
producers and technicians.
It depicts a knight holding

a crusader's sword standing
on a reel of film with five
spokes.
Since 1929, the Academy
Awards, commonly known
as the Oscars, have not only
been a part of American culture, but of African-American
culture as well.
The
first
African
American was inducted into
the Oscar family at the tenth
annual Academy Award cer-

Edmonds said when it
emony. The award went to
Hattie McDaniel in 1940. She comes to nominating actors,
won Best Supporting Actress a lot of it can be political.
for her role as Mammy in "Usually the people nomi"Gone With the Wind," nated are all very talented.
becoming the first African- I think it's nice to reward
American Academy Award people for fine work. It is an
nominee as well as win- honor," she said.
Among the list ofAfricanner. During the Civil Rights
Movement in 1964, Sidney American Academy Award
Poitier won an Oscar for Best nommces and winners is
Actor for his performance in Howard alumna Dianne
Houston.
"Lilies of the Field."
A native of the District,
Since then, 10 AfricanAmerican actors were award- Houston attended Howard to
ed Oscars, but none for lead- pursue a bachelor's degree in
ing roles until 2002 when fine arts but fell in love with
both Best Actor and Best directing. Houston wrote
Actress awards were award- and directed her first film,
ed to Denzel Washington "Tuesday Morning Ride,"
and Halle Berry. In fact, that between 1994 and 1995,
particular year, the Academy earning an Academy Award
Awards honored Sidney nomination in 1995 for Best
Poitier with a Lifetime Short Film. Houston's name
Achievement Award as well. will forever be in the history
Regardless of how the books as the first Africanactor or actress landed the American Oscar nominee in
coveted part, or whether the that category.
Erikka Burnell Vaughn,
movie topped the box office
or not, it is the night of the a sophomore psychology
Academy Awards show that major, said, "I don't usually watch it." Vaughn shares
matters most.
"Sometimes, it is a the same sentiment as many
popularity
thing,"
said Howard students who gave
Henri Edmonds, a Howard uninterested reactions when
University theater professor asked if they would be tuning
as well as a member of the in this year. "The last time
Screen Actors Guild (SAG). I \-vatched it was in 2002
"It should be based on the
quality of the work."
See OSCARS, Page 3

Cole's Memory, Legacy Is Unforgettable
BY SHIVONNE FOSTER
Contributing Writer

Today marks the 42nd anniversary of
the death of singer and n1usician Nat King
Cole. Years after his death, Cole's melodious
songs are still recognized and enjoyed today
by individuals of all ages. His strong legacy
is still impacting aspiring musicians today.
"He is definitely the most influential
black musician to come out of Alabama,"
Brian Vickers, a senior vocal performance
major, said. "It's inspiring because that's
where I am from. Artists like Ray Charles
were influenced by Cole."
Vickers is currently working on an
upcoming midterm in the Fine Arts
Departn1ent based around the legendary
Nat King Cole. The project entails covering
the biography of the artist and singing one
of his songs while emulating his style.
Nathaniel Adams Coles, more commonly known as Nat King Cole, was born
in 1919 in Montgomery, Ala. He relocated
to Chicago at a young age. It was in the
African-Alnerican con1n1unity on Chicago's
South Side that Cole became immersed in
jazz music.
Cole displayed remarkable talent at a
young age. He began playing the piano at
age 12. By his teenage years, he was active
in two jazz music groups. Cole began a jazz
trio in 1937. the King Cole Trio, which also
featured guitarist Oscar Moore and bassist
Wesley Prince.
Connaitre Miller, a fine arts professor
who serves as the jazz coordinator, commented on noticing his originality in incorporating the piano, bass and guitar in a trio
rather than using drums.
"I think he's a great inspiration for
aspiring jazz musicians," she said. Miller
added, "He has such a variety of talents and
was the first jazz singer promoted on nlain-

stream television."
Throughout the 1950s and 1960s, Nat
King Cole had numerous successful singles reaching high on the billboard charts.
September 1962 marked his highest charting
with "Ramblin' Rose" ranking no. 2 as a pop
single, as no. 1 for adult contemporary songs
and no. 7 for R&B charts. Many of his songs
are stiU regarded as classics today, such
as his Christmas album, the single "Mona
Lisa" and, of course, "Unforgettable."
"The first time I actually had heard his
music \ovas after I'd heard of his daughter,
Natalie Cole," Miller said. She added, "I
knew of him as a child, but I hadn't been
exposed to him. I enjoyed him because of
iny interest in jazz inusic."
Cole received mixed reviews from his
shift towards popular music and was sometimes deemed as being a sellout by jazz
purists of the time. However, it is indisputable that Cole attempted to reach a 111ass
audience, and his popularity in mainstreai11
music granted him recognition beyond his
lifetime.
To reach an even more diverse mass
audience, Cole was given the opportunity to
host his own 15-111inute weekly variety television show on NBC in i956, an honorable
feat for a black man at the time.
Dr. Donald Marbury, a professor in the
Radio, Television ai1d Film Department,
said, ''(Cole], for me, was the quintessence
of articulate, strong and loving black manhood."
Marbury said, "As a young child growing up for that one year on television, I was
able to see a well dressed, secure, talented
black man entertaining America. He was
one of the best role inodels I could ever
have had."
While "The Nat King Cole Show"
received good reviews, sponsors failed to

l'hQlD
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During his prime, Nat King Cole was a masslvely successful pop singer who
ranked with such contemporaries as Frank Sinatra, Perry Como and Dean Martin.
pro111ote a show sponsored by a black nlan. the Complete Capitol Recordings of Cole
Cole hosted his 64lh and final episode on were released and embraced by jazz fans.
After suffering for a year with lung canDec. 4, 1957.
However, this legendary musician's cer, Cole died Feb. 15, 1965, at Saint John's
work still lives on. His craft, both jazz Hospital in Santa Monica, Calif. Over 40
recordings and mainstream work, was years after his death, inusicians and music
greatly celebrated and has seemingly been lovers alike still praise Cole as simply unforrediscovered by a new generation of fans. gettable.
In 1991, Cole's daughter Natalie blended her
voice with his in "Unforgettable." In 1991,

Passports Required for Citizens to Enter United States
BYJESSICA DETIEGE
Hilltop Staff Photographer

More than 70 million
U.S. citizens have valid
passports, and the number
is likely to increase pretty
rapidly thanks to the federal government's new
Western Hemisphere Travel
Initiative.
Since Jan. 23, everyone, including U.S. citizens,
must have a valid passport
to enter the country through
an airport from anywhere
that is not a U.S. territory. The exclusion that had

spared citizens the need to
own a passport when travelling to Bermuda, Canada and
Mexico no longer applies.
For
those
Spring
Breakers making last minute
arrangements to unwind,
there is still time to apply
for a passport.
"The majority of the
travelers we get are aware of
the passport laws and have
taken the proper steps in
getting one ahead of time,"
said David Gray, a vacation travel agent for Carroll
Travel in the District.
It takes about six weeks

for a passport application to
be processed and will cost
about $97· Travelers needing a passport immediately
can pay an additional $60
to receive their passport in
two weeks.
"I don't mind getting a
passport if it will ensure my
safety while traveling out of
the country," 26-year-old
Stacie Ambers said. She is
applying for a passport to
go to Jamaica on her honeyn1oon in June.
A passport is a record
that confirms the identity
of its holder and is recog-

nized wherever you travel.
Applications for a passport,
which can only be issued
by the U.S. Department of
State, can be obtained at
courthouses, post offices,
county offices, some public
libraries and at 13 regional
passport agencies.
To apply for a United
States passport, one must
obtain a passport application and present it filled
out along with proof of U.S.
citizenship, two two-inch
square color photos taken
on a plain white background
and current identification
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cards, such as a driver's
license verifying that you
are the person on the pictures. For children, a parent
or guardian must be present
with identification to submit
the application.
More than 12.1 million
passports were obtained by
U.S. citizens in 2006, and
by the end of 2007, the esti1nated number of passports
outstanding 'vill possibly be
about 16 1nillion.
Chris Rief, 23, who
works at a D.C. Ritz camera store, said he has not
yet seen any new traffic for

passport photos inspired by
the new requirement.
"We just do a lot of
passports in general, but
[there] has not been a
recent increase," Rief said.
Generally about five to 10
people come in to take passport photos daily, he said.
The passport requirement will be extended to
include everyone entering
the United States by land
and sea by J an. 1, 2008.
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Obama's Speech ·Misstep
Overblown by the Media
Last weekend, Senator about things as trivial as word one word tl1at could easily be
Barack Obama gave a speech choice only after understand- replaced by another, as Obama
at an Ames, Iowa Hilton dur- ing and evaluating the points did, is slightly more undering a campaign rally. During being made.
standable.
his speech, Obama said, "We
Politicians using the \\Tong
Additionally, Sen. J oe
now have spent $ 400 billion words during public speech- Biden, D-Del., said Obama was
and have seen over 3,000 lives es is nothing nC\\·. However, "the first sort of mainstream
of the bravest young
African
Alnerican
Aln ericans wasted,"
who is articulate and
according to CNN.
bright and clean and
com.
a nice looking guy,"
Soon after his
accordi ng to MSNBC.
A
nierican
citizens,
as
well
as
speech, skeptics of
com. This was meant
Obama's
political
the 1nedia, should listen to the to be a compliment,
experience criticized
but was interpreted
whole
1nessage
before
j
udging
him for his choice
to be a racist stateof words, specifi- one's word clioice over content. ment. Before tllat
cally the use of the
incident, Biden also
word Mwasted" in
made
provocati\'e
reference to the lives
remarks
regardof American soldiers. Some when a politician makes the ing Indian Americans and 7argued the mistake was due to mistake, the incident is blown Eleven stores in reference to
his political inexperience.
out of proportion and many the status of immigrants. As
We at The Hilltop believe Americans are left knowing a result, many believe Biden's
Obama's choice of words was only of the mistake and not cam paign may be in trouble
not due to a lack of experi- about the message.
regardless of the change he
ence but simply a mistake
Sen. George Allen, R-Va., may bring to America as a
anyone could have made while referred to a Democratic Party president.
addressing such a sensitive volunteer as a "maeaca," which
Politicians arc, like everyissue.
is a genus of monkeys, during one else, human. They, like us,
Recently, many have seen a campaign rally. "Macaca" is make mistakes. It is likely that
maj or players in the politi- also known to be a racial slur. each person to gain any form
cal arena use the wrong word Allen responded to criticism, of public notoriety can rememor phrase in the wrong con- saying he did not know the ber using tlle wrong word at
text or setting and endure word's meaning.
the wrong time. The measure
the scrutiny of the media and
While it may not have of a leader is not the amount
the general public as a result. been racist, using words with- or type of mistakes they make.
Americans should be more out knowing the meaning is The measure of a leader is the
concerned with the meaning of not becominv of any political way they address and overa politician's speech and worry candid 1tc. IIO\\C\'er, using come those mistakes.
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A c c e s s Track Set for MEAC ChaIDpionships SCOREBOARD

Granted

Dunk Contest
Disappoints
BY CARYN GRANT
Sports Editor

•
Last week the Chicago Bulls
organization fined rookie for·
ward Tyrus Thomas $ 10,000 for
his com1ne nts to 'M1c Chicago
Tribune about h is participation
in t his year's All-Star Weekend
S lam Dunk Contest. Thomas
was quo ted as saying, "J'm just

going to go out there, get my
check and cisll It a day...l'm jUlt
Into the free money. That'• It.
I'll just do whatever when I get
out there."
The o rganizati on released n
1tatomont ~plaining their reasoning for tho penalty, 1ayln1,
"11ta lcqlto office has chosen
Tyrut to participate In one of
lts nll·•tar oventt ond thot 111 on
honour that should be accepted
with humility.
I t1poko to Tyrus this morn·
Ing and om confident he under·
1tand11 that ho made a mistake
with hl1 word• and that he also
undontands the tsnportancc of
reprcacntlng tho Bu1l1 and the
NBA In a positive way."
However, who is to say that
Thomas' feelings a ren't the
sh a re d sentiments of many of
the NBA's hig h fl iers?

Tho money that the Thoma11
1poko of Is the $35,000 tho 'vlnncr 1'C!Cclvct, •:i2 1500 for the
runner-up, and $16,12,'; for the
third and fourth·plnco flnl8h·

BY ERICA ROBINSON
Hilltop Staff Wnter

a major highlight of the season.
'"It is a lime to sec which
school has the better program,.. Williams said.
Accordi ng lo junior
film production major Chris
George, the team's level of
training will be an essential
element in bringing home
a victory for this event. The
team must also be deter-

mined to succeed.
"We have to be mentally
prepared," Kinney said.
The
training
varies
for each type of runner.
Teamwork is a lso a big component to the team's success
because encouragement is
very helpful.
"I think we should do
very well. We have a lot of
talent on the team. If we had

For
junior
sports
medicine
major
Andre
Williams, the track MEAC
Championships can be compared to a Howard versus
Hampton game because of
the high energy and fierce
competition.
The
championships
start Feb. 16 and
·
end Feb. 17 at the
Prince
George's
County Sports and
Learning Complex in
Landover, Md. It is
the last indoor meet
of the season, giving
the team'l" family,
friends and supporters one last chance
to watch them compete.
"Everybody
wants to run fast,
and they want to
win," Williams said.
This championship will a lso determine if Howard's
track team· will be
moving on to compete in the NCAA
track finals.
"All the athletes
that qualify in their
respected
events
compete at
the
event,., said sophomore international
business
major
Daniel Kinney.
All of the teams
competing are considered to be rivals Howard's t rac k team wlll compete In the MEAC championso a win would be ships on Feb. 16-17, vying for a spot In the NCAA track f inals.

better facil ities, we would
be able to trai n harder
and be more competitive," Kin ney said.
The team has to
schedule their practices
aroun c.I openings in t he
school, which can be very
diflicu lt at ti mes. T he
weather has also posed
a problem for the team,
but it has not stopped the
a thletes from working to
t heir greatest potential.
"It started snowing,
and we were still outside
practicing," Kin ney said of
the team's determination
to get in as much trainint, as possible before the
meet. This goes to show
that the team will practice by any means necessary when it comes to the
championships.
With the team continuously improving, there is
a n expectation that some
runners will make it to the
nationals. The team's goal is
to compete to the best of their
ability and make it past the
MF.AC Championships and
into the NCAA Lrack finals,
George said.
The championship wi!J
pit teams against each other,
running in various races
from the mile run to the 40meter dash to the hurdles
a nd relays.
"Over the season, we
have progressed. People are
bringing their [running] time
down an<l getting first place
in some of their events,"
George said of the team's
progress.

&

SCHEDUlE
SCORES
None
TODAY'S GAMES
Today - Saturday

Swimming @ NEC
Championships
in Landover, Md.

'

George began track as an
eight-year-old and is looking
forward to having the opportunity to put all of his training and hard work to the test.
George's persona l goal is to
improve his speed and run
his fastest time yet.
Williams
previously
suffered an injury to his
ham~tring at the Delaware
University Invitational. His
goal is just to be able to ru n
and compete.
He said, "We need for
some people on the men's
team to step up to the plate.
If the women run their best,
they will be fine."
Kinney said the team
will flourish once the practice facilities a rc improved
and more fans begin to ~how
their support.
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On Feb. 15, 1990, Major League Baseball began a 32-day lockout :
of its players by the league's owners. It was the second-longest
work stoppage in league history.
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on.
Tho
partlelpnnt1
In
Saturduy't contcat aw Thomas,
Orlando Magic all-star Dwight
Howard, Uoston'11 Gerald Green,
and defending chornplon Nate
Roblnt1on of New York.
Notice thut only one of
tho contc1ttnnt1 ts un atl-atnr.
Comparo that to a time not too
long ago w}\en aomc of tho big·
gctt nan1oa, n tho lcogue \\OUld
compete yoar after year for the
tltlo of 1lan1 dunk champ.
In 2000, Vlnco Carter beat
out Ricky Davis, Stevo Francia,
Larry Hughes, Tracy McGrndy
and Jerry Stackhou11c with hit
·roroarm throltah the hoop"'
dunk that atUl hua people talk·
Ing to this day.
Not to mention the dn)'!I of
Michael Jordan, Spud \Vchb
and Dominique \Vllklna.
Lost ~r, it took Robinson
Lt ltttcmpt1 to contplcto his \Yin·
nlngdtvik.
11\c dunk contest jl11t isn't

Athletes Deal With Racial Stereotypes in Sports
BY MATTHEW COOPER
Contnbuting Wnter

Growing up, sophomore human
development major
Kristina
Cordova quickly took grasp of the
game of softball. She used her tal
ents to eventually land a scholar·
ship to play the sport of her passion
at Howard University.
She was the lone star on her
path here.
'"This is the first time that I have
played with black players," Cordova
said. "I have always played on allwhite teams."
Sports such as softball have
brought an intriguing dilemma to
many urban, black communities.
Only sports such as basketball,
football and track and field have
consistently garnered success and
participation from blacks.
Today, these sports arc considered by many as being "black"
sports while other team sports such
as field hockey, lacrosse and volleyball have been considered "white"
sports.
Doris Corbett, Ph.D., a professor and sports sociologist in
the department of health, human
performance and leisure studies
at Howard, has done numerous
research projects on the s ubject
and said there a re several answers
to why blacks participate in certain
sports and not others.
"A complete explanation would
include sociological factors, such
as geography, access to individual
coaching, the costs associated with
participation, socialization opportunities, the availability of role models
and the potential financial rewards

tho SAtna. lt h11 oven become
somewhat of a ntockcry of those
ofyoat'll post. '11tc 1nnrquoo play·
era do not '(nntklpot1:1, l\nd oven
th(ltMS naw to lClguc, auch 11
'11tomu, romp<!to for tho wrona
l'CllOM.

'11tcllkcsofCGrtor,:McGrady
and Kobo Bryant mutt return
to tho All-Star dunk conteat ln
order for It to bo cwn N!motcly
atmtlar to tho good 'ol c.\Qyt.

taking botr
on hotv utan~ attornptt it
will takt th• rontatantt to
romplth! thtlr clunb this
llf<l~. Sho 0011 bl r«i<"hfd «t
cc111111gra11t8t' hotrnntl.ro111.
11

Cc:l1'Jln

in specilic sports," Corbett said.
Corbett pointed out that in
the past, many psychologists said
that blacks had a different physical
make-up which attracted t hem to
sports such as basketball and football.
Former Los Angeles Dodgers
manager AJ Campanis once said
that blacks were poor swimmers
because they lacked buoyancy.
Corbett also mentioned that,
"other studies reported that blacks
have a higher percentage of fasttwitch muscle fibers, which convey
power, and a low percentage of lowtwitch muscle fibers, which convey
endurance."
\\'hat seems to be the more
reasonable explanation is the type
of opportunities afforded to black
athletes.
"Other scholars suggest that
African Americans have excelled in
sports in wh ich coaching, facil ities
and competition is provided in the
public school system," Corbett said.
"Blacks are less visible in s por ting activities confi ned to private
clubs."
Sophomore
administration
of justice major Sondra J ones,
Cordova's teammate on the Howard
softball team, had a very s imilar
experience playing softball in her
hometown of Atlanta.
"I have always played with allwhite teams," Jones said. "Black
girls were always more interested
in basketball in my area anyway.
If there were all-black teams, they
would gel killed by the all-white
softball teams."
The Howard University softball
team has made an effor t to increase
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awareness and participation among
girls in urban, black communities.
"We have helped Kelly Miller
Middle School in D.C. star t their
softball team," Jones said. "We
went to their school and showed
them there arc other girls that look
like them playing softball."
The success of black athletes
in traditionally "white" sports, such

as Tiger Woods in golf and Jaromc
lginla in hockey, have brought hope
for black athletes in those fields. It
appears much has to change across
the American landscape before
African Americans fully integrate
into these sports.

Photo (.."Mtt1tt) ol l'h ..nbtt1wd'-'.11ftA"Gm

Tiger Woods has helped dispel t he myth that blacks could not s u cceed In golf, winning 12 career go lf majo rs by the ag e of 30.

